“Testing Fit” with Potential Vendor Partners
As you think toward selecting vendors to support your shift toward a competency-based system,
understanding the product is a question of “fit” with what you are trying to do. Below is a list of sample
questions that can support your efforts to get smarter and make the right choice:
Does your product provide data collection and use opportunities for all of our key stakeholders (Federal
Government, State, District, School, Teacher, Parent, and Student)? If so, how?
Does your product have portals that are HTML 5-enabled, device and platform agnostic, and that can be
virtualized and delivered via cloud-based technologies?
Does your product have the following core functional capabilities? If so describe and/or demo what they do?
• Do you have a Student Information System or the ability to integrate with one?
• What about E-portfolios – does your product move beyond a repository and provide reporting or
recommendations? If so how?
• What does your learning objects repository look like and how do you provide personalized learning paths or
planning?
• Does your product have learning management or content management features? If so, do you also have a way to
personalize individual learning paths? If so, what does that look like on your platform?
• Describe your product’s assessment capabilities? Are you providing adaptive assessments and if so, what do they
look like?
• How and in what ways do you integrate online content?
• How do you manage content and curriculum development? Is any of your content adaptive? And if so, how does
your engine recommend tasks to users?
• How does your product support educators using data to drive instruction?
Does your product have the following enabling applications?
• Describe your competency or “evidence based” framework? Does it include more than the tracking of
formative/summative test data? Are you tracking other competencies such as non-cognitive, social-emotional
and performance tasks for the Common Core, etc.? If so, what does the progress bar or dashboard look like?
• Do you have a personal workspace and student profile? Does it integrate with other systems? If so, how?
• How does your system manage curriculum, instruction, and assessment? How are materials tagged? How do they
adapt to the user? What products, open resources, or user-generated or -created resources are available? How are
they tagged? How or can you get data and reporting from each?
• How do you track and manage performance of various user groups? Describe your data analytics and reporting
suite?
We are interested to learn more about your product:
• Can you provide me with a url and user credentials? (log on and password to your system to verify today’s demo)
• Are you open to client feedback and road mapping core functions and enabling applications together?
• Are their other school/district/state clients like us with whom we can connect to learn more about their
experience with the product?
• Can you submit pricing for your current version? Can you build into your pricing contract expectations to work with
our team on future iterations of your product?
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